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Viewers are encouraged to open the presentation in Full-Screen mode
This varied collection of illustrations offers a topical pot pourri of digitally
produced images. All the pictures began as digital photographs; each one has
subsequently been edited and treated in pixel- and vector-based software
applications. The images and their presentations are the product of an informal
exploration of creative imaging software packages: a critical eye is sure to
discover many lapses and inconsistencies throughout, for which all due
apologies are offered.

Many of the venues included have provided generous cooperation and
informative details, but in the interest of offering a presentation that is
relatively uncluttered with texts, curious viewers are advised to research basic
and more elaborate site descriptions via the Internet.



The Santa Barbara County Courthouse & Grounds
This first installment of sights, scenes and settings from Santa Barbara includes images shot on the grounds of the
Santa Barbara County Courthouse, one the of the most frequently photographed attractions in the city. The
architecture, gardens, and myriad artistic creations offer countless views of landscapes, architectural design and
artistic details, and to provide myriad opportunities for picture-taking.

Many of the venues included have provided generous cooperation and informative details, but in the interest of
offering a presentation that is relatively uncluttered with texts, curious viewers are advised to research basic and
more elaborated site descriptions via the Internet.
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towers, turrets & domes
red tiled rooflines,

white stucco
& adobe walls

a thousand windows
opening onto the light

of a new day
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Interior Greens, Grounds, and Sunken Garden

The courthouse buildings and grounds encompass one full city block, with
adjacent sections and structures enclosing two and one-half sides of the
interior gardens.

From left to right: the original jail structure, two stories of courtrooms, a
circular stairway (seen with turret), then a continuation of courtrooms and
clerical offices; the tower stands in the background, and the nearest right wing
is the original Hall of Records.
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Courthouse Gardens
Grand Stairway & Tiered Balcony
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Angelus Bell

SE Corner of Courthouse
.

Clock Tower

 Observation

Level
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 See identifying texts on the following page
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 Previous Slide:

Turret Stairway
seen from

Interior Gardens
&

SW Corner Entrance
The Hall of Records

 This Slide:
SW Corner Entrance
The Hall of Records

&

Interior Side Lamp 
.



Hall of Records
.

 Front Entry Lamp

Indoor Pillar Lamp 
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Hall of Records
 Interior Lobby & Domed Ceiling

.

An Interior Lamp – below and next slide 
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The Courthouse
Dedicated August 14, 1929

Designer: Charles Willard Moore

Architect: William Moser III
.

Archway, Tower
and Fountain

are pictured here.
.

The Interior
includes a Hall of Records,
Mural Room, Law Library,

clerical offices, and
numerous courtrooms

in active daily use.
.

The Tower
houses a newly renovated

Clock Gallery featuring Seth
Thomas clockworks,

chimes that sound West-
minster quarters, and

murals-in-miniature cover-
ing three walls; at the top is
a 360-degree view from the

observation deck.
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The Courthouse Fountain
Spirit of the Ocean  Sculptor (here & elsewhere): Ettore Cadorin (1876-1952)

16
(Fountain Refurbished in 2012)



These two figures are
seated above the front
archway lintel on either
side of an engraved
inscription.

‘God gave us the
Country  The Skill of
Man hath built the
Town Varro A.D. 50

(See detail next page)

One of the figures,
Justitia, displays scales
of justice and sword of
enforcement, the other
one portrays Ceres,
goddess of the harvest,
cradling sheaves of
wheat.
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 Left: Tower Side Entrance
with an English translation

of the Archway Inscription

Below: Wrought Iron Lamp, detail 
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 Left

Courthouse Archway
(Anapamu Street)

Looking toward the

Santa Ynes Mountains

and the

Courthouse Gardens

 Below

Eave Support Bas Relief



Dedicatory Tablet
Santa Barbara County Courthouse

Hall of Records and Jail
Erected 1926  1929 by the Board of Supervisors

(Dedicated August 14, 1929)
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Scenes from the Interior of the Courthouse Square and Greens
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 Left

Front Arch Seal

with an ornate

column capitol

 Below
Two Bas Reliefs



Above: Coastal Panorama from Observation Level Below: Bas-relief medallions
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E n t e r i n g
through the front

archway door & lobby

Corridors &
Walkways

lit with lamps and
lanterns, caught in

a brief lull. This
hallway leads to
the sculpted SE

courthouse
entrance.
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Interior Suspended Lamp and Detailed Stairwell Ceiling

(See Lamp detail next page) 27



Right: The Mural Courtroom 
 Below: Interior Stairwell Lamp -- Detail

Right: The Mural Courtroom 
 Below: Interior Stairwell Lamp -- Detail
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 Above:

Mural Courtroom
Side & rear walls

 Left:

Clock Museum
Mural . . . Featuring

Mission Santa Barbara,
the County Courthouse,

and Train Station,
Big Ben, Seth Thomas,

Albert Einstein, et al.



.

.

.

Four arms radiate out
from the central axis
to control movement

of the clock’s hands on
all four quadrants.

The weights are drawn
up by pulleys, and the

action is regulated
by a pendulum.

The five control arms
and couplers for the

automated hour strike
can be seen above

either side; they are
attached to model bells,

and their movement
activates recorded

Westminster quarters
(upper right) and hour
strokes (upper left)

.
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Clockwork Nameplate & Regulator Mechanisms
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Dedicatory Seal

located at the base of the
turret’s spiral stairway

More Hallways & Corridors

Lamps & Lanterns
Inscriptions & Plaques
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The Patrick L. McMahon Law Library
Interior end walls, murals, maps, books & cases

lamps, lanterns, & chandeliers
carels, researchers, scholars & staff



 Above

Turret Staircase Lamp
.

 Left — a Portrait of

Hon. Patrick L. McMahon
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Interior end walls, murals, maps, books & cases
lamps, lanterns, & chandeliers

carels, researchers, scholars & staff



36Looking toward the Archway Entry Hall from SE Entrance, with Turret Staircase to the right
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SE Courthouse corner entryway with inscription:
REASON IS THE LIFE OF THE LAW
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And yet another lamp:
This one lights up the motto-bearing SE

corner archway entrance, a curiously angled

and sculpted doorway to behold . . . . . 

The next panel
offers a closing view
of the courthouse

in the early evening,
lit within and without

by countless glittering
lights and shadows . . .

C O M E A L I V E . . .
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With the close of day and onset of twilight, the Courthouse
becomes a glowing manifestation of its unique community spirit.

 Above

Courthouse Gardens
by night

Right 
Daytime Garden Pan

.



The photographs in this rendered collection were taken with a Sony Alpha series camera and zoom lenses. Multiple layers and
treatments were prepared in Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator; layouts and presentations via Microsoft Power-Point include
page backgrounds and frequent use of onboard image-framing tools.
• Web hosting via frumuspub.net is courtesy of Fruhauf Music Publications. Any illustrations, treatments or materials

included here that infringe on trademarked or copyrighted materials, or that are seen as inappropriate, can be removed by
petitioned request, addressed to the Email links listed below.

• Although this presentation was originally formatted in PowerPoint, for convenience it has been posted as an optimized
.pdf document. Viewers are encouraged to open the show in full-screen mode. Please address requests for reuse or
reapplication of images contained herein to: Eafruhauf@aol.com or frumus01@aol.com.

• If viewers of this collection wish to purchase augmented files for any individual illustrations, please note:
 The present copies are in optimized .jpg format, reduced to 150 ppi
 Pre-reduction files are available (between 12-60 MB each)
 Revised, resized or reprocessed .jpg or .tif files are available (between 20-100 MB each)
 See provisional fee schedules posted on the webpage address provided below
 Delivery via Internet (Email attachment)
 For online details, visit: Pixxelation Station Special Orders

Please visit frumuspub’s host page for PI ELATION STATION at: Picture Postcards from Santa Barbara
for more details.
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Thank you for making

a part of your screen viewing experiences.

Picture Postcards from Santa Barbara
Iconic Sights, Scenes and Settings

Please address comments, questions or requests to:
frumus01@aol.com or Eafruhauf@aol.com

Click image above for access to frumuspub’s home page


